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Abstract
In consideration of the fact that residential interior necessitates an intense planning and design, selection of right furniture for residences gains importance. When the furniture buying process in Turkey is examined, it is known that users have difficulties in making the "right" selection among existing furniture alternatives.

Within the scope of the current study, a "furniture inventory sheet" is suggested as a tool for developing information for the furniture industry. It is thought that it can be possible for users to make a more effective choice with less risk among existing furniture items with the help of such an "inventory sheet".
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Resumen.
Dado que el diseño residencial de interiores, al constar de numerosas funciones, requiere de una profunda programación y diseño de soluciones, la elección del mobiliario apropiado juega un papel importante en espacios residenciales. Cuando se examina el proceso de adquisición del mobiliario en Turquía, es conocido que los usuarios tienen dificultades para hacer la elección “correcta” entre las alternativas de mueble existentes.

A través de este estudio, se propone una hoja de inventario de muebles como herramienta para la mejora de la información en el sector del mueble. Es sabido que es posible para los usuarios hacer una elección más efectiva con menos riesgo entre los elementos de mobiliario existente con la ayuda de esta suerte de “hoja de inventario”.
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1. Introduction

A dwelling carries economic, aesthetic and symbolic values as a tool of expression through which families can reflect their own identities to their society. In this context, "housing" does not merely refer to the space where a person lives in. A house is a person's home; a shelter in her/his daily life; a place which plays the most fundamental role in shaping her/his being and personality; and a protector of the valuable objects, items and memories

While selecting furniture for their own residence, people gravitate towards the products that reflect their personality, culture, lifestyle and experience. Furniture, which is placed in a space for meeting various needs of actions, is a key element for space organization. Furniture intermediates between a place and its users, establishes a bridge between an interior and an individual in terms of form and scale, and makes a place usable by contributing comfort and utility to indoor activities

In consideration of the fact that residential space necessitates an intense planning and design, selection of right furniture for residences gains importance.

Nevertheless, it is not easy for users to make the "right" selection among existing furniture alternatives. Furniture selection often takes place through an evaluation made among various furniture items being produced and marketed in a certain time period. To address the problem of furniture buying for their place of residence, users have to make a selection among large, medium or small scale furniture manufacturers; international furniture markets or construction markets.

2. Turkish Furniture Industry

The furniture industry in Turkey consists of workshop type businesses using mostly traditional methods. However the number of medium and large scale businesses has increased in last 20 years. Since standardisation and mass production began, the 1970s is very important for Turkish furniture industry. Durmuş attributes this situation to the fact that the changes in the social structure of the nation has been transforming the traditional structure and resulting in an increase of the preference for modular furniture. Another reason for the spread of standardisation in Turkey is self-awareness of domestic manufacturers in order to be able to compete with the increasing number of foreign competitors. For the Turkish furniture industry, production with certain standards becomes compulsory in order to prove itself on a global scale and to survive. As the industry develops, features sought in products steadily increase and it becomes compulsory to produce products based on those features. Attracting attention to the fact that an environment of competition was created with the adoption of a free market economy from the beginning of the 1980s, Durmuş argues that this environment of competition which formed for Turkish manufacturers increased the importance ascribed to the concept of design.
As Turkish furniture began to find a place in the global market, the nation faced the necessity of high-quality manufacturing and recognised the need of renewal. International expansion has led to many huge changes in the furniture industry, ensuring the introduction of new products in social life and various important products have enabled consumers to become more conscious.

The social, political, economic and technological changes experienced in the 1980s resulted in a variety of notions which influenced the industry. These events, starting from the 1980s enabled the formation of the furniture industry which was further shaped by the influence of globalisation in the 1990s. Increased housing constructions and typologies ensured that the trends in the furniture industry were based on housing. The need of self-renewal that emerged with international expansion in the Turkish furniture industry revealed the need for designing unique products and rendered its adoption an imperative. Furniture designs beginning to be shaped especially with the concept of unique design in our day have begun to enliven the industry in a sense.

In the 1990s, Turkish furniture became able to compete in global markets. Its ability to survive in this difficult market led to the necessity of producing products with unique designs in global standards. The Turkish furniture industry which started with small workshops has reached an industry level manufacturing.

The domestic market addressed by the furniture industry has created an increasingly high demand. The need for housing rapidly increases in parallel to the population, welfare, urban migration and socio-economic developments. The demand for furniture is kept alive by the need for using spaces that get smaller and smaller as a result of the conceptual changes in the housing industry requiring more flexibly and functionally. On the other hand, the changes occurring in the family structure as a natural result of these developments have increased the demand for furniture even more. In turn, this situation caused such shopping centres focused exclusively on furniture such as IKEA, Tepe and Habitat, looking to take their share from this boom, to want to enter this industry. Classical understanding of furniture had to give way to furniture markets.

Increasing awareness of consumers and the rapid development of tastes and expectations made a change inescapable in the line of furniture. As consumers advanced, features sought in furniture products also increased. It became necessary for manufacturers to produce products based on these criteria.

3. The current furniture selection process

A user who wants to buy furniture for his/her house begins to collect information and identify alternatives within the framework of the needs they determine. They limit alternatives based on certain assessment criteria to make a selection.
It is necessary to examine the process of making a buying decision in order to understand how users perform the actions of product selection, liking and buying. In the buying process, buying is described as solving a problem solving, and a user passes through five stages of the solution which are problem recognition, information research, identifying alternatives, assessing alternatives and making a selection. After a user determines their need, they begin to collect information and seek alternatives regarding the product which will meet the need. In this process, the goal is to make the most correct selection from among the alternatives\textsuperscript{10}.

![Stages of the decision-making process](image)

\textbf{Fig. 1. Stages of the decision-making process (Kotler&Armstrong, 1998).}

The target profile which is described as a “user” by the design discipline is named a “consumer” by the marketing discipline within the context of the relationship established with a product in the buying process. Consumer buying behavior is “the study of individuals, groups or organizations and the processes they use to select, secure, use and dispose of products, services, experiences or ideas to satisfy needs and the impacts that these processes have on the consumer and society”\textsuperscript{11}. According to consumer behaviour is not about only buying things; but also the study of how having (or not having) things affects our lives and how
possessions influence the way we feel about ourselves and each other-our state of being.

Companies make researches on buying decisions of customers to answer questions about what consumers buy, where they buy, how and how much they buy, when they buy, and why they buy (Kotler and Armstrong, 1998). Therefore, it is necessary to group the variables which influence the buying process in order to be able to explain consumer behaviours.

- Demographic factors
- Cultural factors
- Social factors
- Psychological factors
- Situational factors

4. Demographic factors

Age, gender, occupation, educational status, income status and therefore the lifestyle of a consumer lead to a diversification of his/her needs and desires and a change in his/her buying decisions.

The scope of the study conducted by Burdurlu et al., examined the relationship between the demographic characteristics of users and their furniture preferences in Turkey. The results show that the characteristics which the consumers within the age group of 25 to 35 attribute the highest importance to is price and that the criterion which is cared for most by those in all other age groups is furniture quality. According to Burdurlu et al., the reason for this is that users below 35 years of age are new in business life and therefore their salaries and thus their purchasing power are lower. Also analysing the place of gender in furniture preferences, it is emphasised in the same study that gender of consumers leads to certain differences in the products needed and buying behaviours. As the educational status of users are related to their life standards or expectations, it influences their buying preferences significantly. As the educational level increases, the price based buying decisions give way to quality based buying decisions.

5. Sociocultural Factors

Family structure and life cycle and the various roles of family members influence their preferences. Levitt states that the number of individuals living in a household influences their buying preferences and argues that the interior of a housing should be differentiated according to the related family structure and family life cycle. For example, in order to spend an enjoyable time together, having conversations and eating in their houses, families with children need a common area, a balcony, separate rooms for children, a service area for washing, drying and ironing clothes, and a warehouse where household items not
frequently used can be stored. An individual who lives alone, on the other hand, prefers a living area with an open plan that contains all the activities of seating, cooking and eating\(^{15}\). Each member in a family has a role (giving ideas, influencing, decision taking, actually buying, using) and the process of consumption operates accordingly.

When a consumer makes a buying decision, they might want support and opinion from the person, family, group or organisation / reference group that they trust\(^{16}\).

There is an indirect relationship between the taste of a consumer and their lifestyle. While taste is a reflection of a consumer's lifestyle, lifestyle is the main factor which determines taste. Lifestyle refers to the profile of consumer individuals and groups about how they live, what and how they consume, their expenditure and daily lives\(^{17}\). In a society, there are many social groups reflecting various lifestyles. For each lifestyle, there is a special element of taste which is not present in other lifestyles. According to Englis and Solomon, differences in consumption patterns are created by social groups with different lifestyles (1995). According to this view, an individual's consumption preferences provide clues about the social group which they belong to. Status is described as a rating of individuals in a hierarchy based on certain criteria. As the members of a social class display similar behaviors, this factor can result in market segmentation. Variables examined according to the index of status characteristics are collected in 6 groups: Occupation, income level, income source, education, type of housing, and living environment structure\(^{18}\).

6. **Psychological Factors**

The psychological factors that come from inside of an individual, which are consumer perception, motivation and attitude can also influence consumer buying behavior\(^{19}\).

In the alternatives identification stage of the buying process, the perception filter steps in. In perception, previous experiences of a person have a great importance and therefore perception is a subjective process the extent of which depends on the needs of a person, intensity of those needs, priorities of those needs and expectations of the related person\(^{20}\). For example, two people who go out to choose furniture might perceive the same product differently. So, one of them might like and want to buy that product while the other does not.

Motivation is the force which determines priorities depending on the purpose of buying and which triggers the buying behaviour by directing a consumer to buying\(^{21}\).

Beside motivation and perception, consumer attitude also acts as a crucial factor that influence people purchasing decision. Attitude consists of three components, which are cognitive (knowledge and belief), affective (feeling), and behavioral (action)\(^{22}\). According to Tokol, attitudes and beliefs are the thoughts, values and habits which are created by a person as a result of another person
they met before, an event or a place that they experienced as well as personal characteristics like taste, appearance and superiority. "It is not easy to change a habit acquired. An individual's positive or negative feelings or tendencies regarding an idea, a product or a symbol are an acquired habit and it is difficult to change it"²³. In the furniture buying process as well, a person would prefer again the shop and the product which they previously tried and liked while they will be prejudiced against certain products and shops. For example, even if customers find an exact same product at a cheaper price in another construction market, they feel a concern about whether to buy that product from that shop²⁴.

7. Situational Factors

It is possible to name the third variable that influences consumer behaviours as situational factors. The situational factors which influence the buying behaviour of individuals can be collected under the headings of physical environment, social environment, time, reason for buying, and emotional and financial status.

Physical environment is the factor which is related to the environment where consumers display their buying behaviours. Dimensions of the physical environment, such as decor, smells and even temperature can significantly influence the buying decisions of consumers²⁵. As a result of a study that was carried out in France, it was determined that strawberry and vanilla smells lead people to the buying behaviour. Interviews were made with specialists of the furniture industry on shops, markets and the importance of spatial elements in their marketing strategies. It was stated that the indoor atmosphere which is created by such elements as colour, light, temperature, sound and smell, and its spatial organisation are elements which can make consumers loyal to a shop. In addition to physical cues, many of a consumer’s purchase decisions are significantly affected by the social environment. The presence or absence of co-consumers- the other patrons in a setting is also a determinant attribute in a buying decision²⁶. Customers prefer the shops where they feel safe and where they can walk around comfortably. According to Kutlu, one of the most important reasons for why customers prefer construction markets for buying furniture is that a construction market is a comfortable and low-priced shopping environment where they are not followed by shop employees. It is emphasised that construction markets do not attach such tags on furniture groups as "please don't seat on this" or "please don't touch" but that, on the contrary, they adopt a principle which is based on "experiencing"²⁷.

The time factor is also influential on buying behaviours of consumers. When the product to be bought is furniture, customers go to shopping the most when schools are opened, in February semester holidays and in wedding preparations depending on their needs and thus the most intense season of furniture shopping occurs between the months of September and March²⁸.
The reason for which an individual buys a product and their emotional and financial status during the shopping can also influence the process of alternative identification, assessment and decision taking.  

8. An Information Developing Tool in the Selection of Housing Furniture

It becomes gradually more difficult for users to make furniture selections from among innumerable businesses, companies and markets. Within this complex structure, it will be right to address furniture without breaking it off from spatial context and in fact with its characteristic of a transition between an indoor space and a user.

With the help of the model suggested, it is aimed to make it easier for a user to make a right selection from among furniture items belonging to different companies and help them place such items into their housing more effectively.

A relational model is envisaged which a user can use for making a healthy comparison among various existing furniture items with less risk for an erroneous selection. A housing user who begins to perform market research for buying furniture can easily identify alternatives with the help of the "information developing tool" in the suggested model and assess which of the identified alternatives to choose from within the context of the identified criteria.

Fig. 2. Suggested model (Üst, 2015).
Within the scope of the study, it is suggested to create a furniture inventory sheet as the tool of information development. Inventory sheets are tables providing users with comprehensive information on products. The sheets were prepared with exhaustive details in order to ensure that users can establish the accessory-space relationship with minimum errors. Following a product visual and name and the company to which the product belongs, information is provided about technical characteristics such as the type of product according to its purpose of use, material production method, dimensions, colour, tissue, unit weight, geometry and endurance, application characteristics such as scalability and storage and also economic characteristics. Information on quality certificate, service and warranty conditions is also provided in the sheets.

The aim is to ensure that users make fewer errors when they select furniture for an existing space by utilising the comparative furniture inventory sheets and thus a more effective furniture layout in housing indoors.

It is planned to bring sheets together and transform them into a catalogue system for the mass production housing furniture industry. The aim is to ensure that users make less errors when they select furniture for an existing space by utilising the comparative furniture inventory sheets and thus a more effective furniture layout in housing indoors.

What is ideal for the catalogue is open systems whereby repeating components form a harmonious whole. Open system is a method of application created by utilising catalogue components. Especially in those components which contain frequent repetitions, companies design products based on pre-set rules and, with a more technical term, conventions, and promote those products in a catalogue. A component market, which forms when all the company catalogues are combined as a whole, creates the open system general catalogue.

The approach of creating products by partially utilising catalogue components as a type of application which applies to the building construction industry. Catalogue components which are partially used in a construction include bathroom equipment, heaters, radiators, doors and windows, dividing panels, deck girders, and similar items.

Although many industrialised building systems have been developed and applied from past to the present, these systems have been mostly criticised. The primary item of criticism is "typified solutions" provided by systems by their nature. The approach recommended for the furniture industry is to provide an environment of user-furniture relationship which repeats in the component level but which can respond to the diversity of user desires and needs.
The most important point in this approach is the fact that the "conformance rules", that is, "conventions" which all the furniture manufacturers and designers will comply with have already been provided. The philosophy of open system, which is based on universality, targets to create an international market with agreed rules. In his book titled *Open Systems in an Industrialised Building* (original title, *Endüstrileşmiş Binada Açık Sistemler*), Hasan Şener analysed "conformity rules" in five categories:

- **General conventions**: They aim to ensure the geometric conformity of components with each other. According to general conventions, the concepts of modular coordination, dimensional coordination, changeability, adaptability and flexibility gain importance.
- **Special conventions**: These are rules relating to joints.
- **Quality conventions and component catalogues**: These are rules relating to determining various physical characteristics of components.
- **Conventions relating to organisation of markets**: These are rules relating to the postproduction process.
- **Conventions relating to responsibilities, warranties and insurances**.

The study suggests that mass production furniture and an industrialised component can be designed and manufactured based on certain conventions and take place in an open system catalogue and that the limits of mass manufactured furniture can be pushed by creating different compositions containing...
harmonious components and special combination details in company level. Mass production by harmonious components and special combination details will bring new points of view of furniture design.

**Results and Suggestions**

It is important in terms of ensuring the sense of belonging that the furniture selection that a user makes for their own dwelling place reflects their personal preferences. The contribution that the furniture catalogue aims to make is to guide a user to enable them to establish the space-furniture relationship with minimum errors with the help of the criteria given in the catalogue. Thanks to these catalogues, users will be able to comparatively select products for a space.

The furniture catalogue to which the furniture manufacturing companies operating in Turkey contribute components independently from one another is likely to help users in the stage of product selection and decrease erroneous selections.

The fact that machinery stepped in with industrial revolution caused space dependent furniture to give way to digital production. An effective placement of furniture manufactured independently of space has gained importance. At this point, furniture companies’ provision of catalogues to support users can be a step for preventing the basic errors that users make in product selection. It will be
especially beneficial to guide a user who is conditioned to buy all the pieces of dining room, bedroom or living room furniture as a set based on technical characteristics like product dimensions, colour, tissue, unit weight, geometry and endurance; application characteristics such as scalability and storage; and economic characteristics.
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